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Important Note To The Installer:
If you are not the user please pass this document on to them as it contains important guidelines on
operation, loading, cleaning and general maintenance and should be kept for reference.
Disposal requirements
If not disposed of properly all refrigerators have components that can be harmful to the environment. All old
refrigerators must be disposed of by appropriately registered and licensed waste contractors, and in accordance
with national laws and regulations.
Start-Up and Operation
After unpacking leave to stand for 60 minutes and clean before turning on (cleaning directions supplied within this
manual). Please think of where the Multideck is to be situated as cold air from air conditioning units & direct
sunlight can affect its performance, also warm air is produced from the rear of the unit. Insert the mains plug into
the wall socket and turn on, please do not plug or unplug the unit with wet hands. The Multideck will start
automatically displaying the actual internal temperature of the unit (area where product is displayed). As the
operating temperature has been pre-set (all models are set at +3° C to +5°C) no adjustments are required. Allow the
Multideck to reach its normal operating temperature before loading.
If there is an interruption to the main power supply the Multideck will re-start automatically after power is resumed.
The vaporiser tray (at the base of the unit) may overflow during a power cut but this is dependent on the length of
time power is off.
Loading
Evenly distribute the load and make sure that no more than the amounts stated below are placed on each shelf.
Make sure air can circulate around/through the products and keep a gap between the top of the product and the
above shelf. All products must be cold before loading, these Multidecks are only intended to maintain the
merchandise temperature and not initially chill.
Slimline NG & RF Models
330ml Drink Can Capacity
Pro NG & RF Models
330ml Drink Can Capacity

700
216 (54 per shelf)

900
288 (72 per shelf)
900
420 (84 per shelf)

1200
384 (96 per shelf)
1200
560 (112 per shelf)

1800
624 (156 per shelf)
1800
910 (182 per shelf)

(Calculated as a single stack of cans per shelf)
Controller Buttons & Warnings
Controller Operation
Info/Set point Button
Manual defrost /Decrease Button
Manual activation /Increase Button/
Lights on/off
Exit/Stand-by Button

Alarms/Warnings
Controller in stand-by
High pressure alarm
(main lights will go off)

Standby
Pressing this button for
3 seconds will allow the
unit to be turned on or
put into standby.

Unit high temperature alarm
Unit low temperature alarm

Lights
When pressed and
released this button
will switch on and off
the display lights. With
the unit on or in
standby mode.

Compressor Output

Probe T1 failure (Air)

Fan Output

Probe T2 failure (Evaporator)

Alarm

Probe T3 failure (Product)

Defrost Output

Defrost in progress

Keypad Unlock

Light Output

Keypad Locked

Press & release

‘LOC’. Press and hold

then use
to change from ‘YES’ to ‘NO’. Leave for 10 seconds or briefly press

to select

to resume.

Shutters & Nightblinds
Shutters are slatted assemblies that pull down in a single motion and then retract by being pushed upwards. To
avoid damage do not let go of the shutter when pushing back or pulling down. To lock insert the key & turn through
90° (keys should be kept out of the reach of the general public & especially children).
Nightblinds should be pulled down in a single smooth motion and hooked in place. They do not have a lock. To open
the blind, pull it slightly down and release. The soft close mechanism will then slowly retract the blind into its upper
location.
When the Multideck is not required to display product the shutter or blind should be closed fully. This will conserve
energy, maintain product temperature and conceal product from view.
Shelving , Supports & Ticket Strips.
Shelves are removed by lifting upwards and away from the supports (which stay in the unit). Pull the shelf towards
you until free of the Multideck. The base shelf can be lifted out in a similar way, this does not have supports.
Supports are removed by tilting upwards then moved towards you. Each has 3 different cut outs that allow the shelf
to be positioned at 3 different angles.
Ticket Strips are placed on the front of each shelf and are removed by gripping the face of the shelf and strip then
use a pulling down motion from the face of the shelf towards the underneath, the strip will then come away.
Defrost
The Multideck will automatically performs defrosts at regular time intervals, lasting a maximum of 20 minutes during
which

will show. Defrost can be manually activated by pressing and holding

.

Cleaning and Maintenance
Important: Before cleaning the power supply should be turned off at the mains, please do not plug or unplug the
unit with wet hands. Only when cleaning has been completed and the unit is dry may the Multideck be turned
back on at the mains.
Regular Maintenance:
Air circulating in the unit should feel noticably cooler than the rooms ambient temperature.
As and when required remove all product and shelving (including the base shelf – beware of cold and or
sharp componants) from the unit. Clean exterior and interior surfaces with mild liquid detergent, following
the directions on the pack at all times. Rinse surfaces with a damp cloth containing clean water. Never use
wire wool or scouring pads/powders as these may cause damage.
Clean the condenser at least once a month (it is located behind the front bottom grill). Remove the 3 screws
at the bottom of the panel and drop it downwards (beware of hot and possible sharp components behind
the grill). Use a soft brush or vacuum cleaner to remove dirt/dust. If there are any stubborn grease deposits
left on or through the condenser call your supplier to carry out a full service (this is normally chargeable).
Failure to maintain the condenser may invalidate the warranty of the condensing unit and cause premature
failure of the motor/compressor. DO NOT use a wire brush to clean the condenser. Re-fit the front grill after
cleaning.
Troubleshooting
Before calling your supplier please make sure that:
a) The plug has not come out of the socket and the mains power supply is on i.e. are the lights and fans working?
b) The fuse for the unit has not blown
c) The unit is positioned correctly – cold air from air conditioning units & direct sunlight can affect performance
d) The condenser is neither blocked nor dirty
e) The products are placed in the unit correctly
f) The units’ air curtain is not obstructed
g) Defrost is not in progress
h) Check at regular intervals that the operating noise of the unit is normal and the condenser is clean
If the reason for the malfunction cannot be identified, disconnect the electrical supply to the unit and contact your
supplier.
When requesting a service call quote the model and serial number which can be found on the silver label located on
the ceiling of the unit (starts E5…….).

